Solution properties of the archaeal CRISPR DNA repeat-binding homeodomain protein Cbp2
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ABSTRACT

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) form the basis of diverse adaptive immune systems directed primarily against invading genetic elements of archaea and bacteria. Cbp1 of the crenarchaeal thermoacidophilic order Sulfolobales, carrying three imperfect repeats, binds specifically to CRISPR DNA repeats and has been implicated in facilitating production of long transcripts from CRISPR loci. Here, a second related class of CRISPR DNA repeat-binding protein, denoted Cbp2, is characterized that contains two imperfect repeats and is found amongst members of the crenarchaeal thermoneutrophilic order Desulfurococcales. DNA repeat-binding properties of the Hyperthermus butylicus protein Cbp2Hb were characterized and its three-dimensional structure was determined by NMR spectroscopy. The two repeats generate helix-turn-helix structures separated by a basic linker that is implicated in facilitating high affinity DNA binding of Cbp2 by tethering the two domains. Structural studies on mutant proteins provide support for Cys7 and Cys28 enhancing high thermal stability of Cbp2Hb through disulphide bridge formation. Consistent with their proposed CRISPR transcriptional regulatory role, Cbp2Hb and, by inference, other Cbp1 and Cbp2 proteins are closely related in structure to homeodomain proteins with linked helix-turn-helix (HTH) domains, in particular the paired domain Pax and Myb family proteins that are involved in eukaryal transcriptional regulation.

INTRODUCTION

Adaptive immune systems based on CRISPR arrays (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) provide defence primarily against invading viruses and conjugative plasmids of almost all archaea and many bacteria. They are essentially modular systems involving uptake of foreign DNA as new spacers in CRISPR repeat-spacer arrays—adaptation; processing of CRISPR transcripts into small crRNAs carrying primarily spacer sequences—RNA biogenesis; and the targeting and cleavage of DNA or RNA by protein–crRNA complexes—interference (1–3). In archaea, transcripts from type I and type III CRISPR-based immune systems are produced from strong promoters within the leader adjacent to the first CRISPR repeat (4,5), and they are processed within the repeats at one main site yielding mature crRNAs carrying spacer regions flanked by partial repeat sequences that are used for DNA targeting (6–9). Interference by the diverse type III CRISPR–Cmr/Csm systems requires secondary processing from the 3'-end of crRNAs, removing the repeat region and parts of the spacer sequence, and these smaller crRNAs facilitate RNA or DNA interference (10–13). In a third type II immune system, which is exclusive to bacteria, RNA biogenesis is directed by a trans-acting tracrRNA in combination with the bacteria-specific RNase III endonuclease (14).

Cbp1Ss is a 17.5 kDa protein that carries three imperfect repeat structures predicted to generate helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA-binding motifs, and it binds specifically to CRISPR 25 bp repeats of Sulfolobus solfataricus producing a structural distortion at the repeat centre (15). Earlier, Cbp1Ss was proposed to be involved in higher-order structuring of chromosomal CRISPR regions (15), and this hypothesis was reinforced by studies showing retardation of DNA replication through CRISPR-rich chromosomal regions of
**Sulfolobus acidocaldarius** (16). However, the discovery that CRISPR loci were transcribed and processed within the repeats (6,7) raised the possibility of a transcriptional role for Cbp1. More recently, experiments generating knockout mutants of the Cbp1Si protein from *Sulfolobus islandicus* REY15A, and over-expression of Cbp1 in both *S. islandicus* and *S. solfataricus* P2, have provided experimental support for a facilitatory role in the generation of large transcripts (6–7 kb) from CRISPR loci (17). Thus, a Cbp1-minus mutant exhibited a strongly reduced level of intermediate pre-crRNA transcripts, while Cbp1 over-expression produced enhanced yields of longer pre-crRNA transcripts. It was concluded that Cbp1 enhances production of longer CRISPR transcripts by minimizing interference primarily from transcriptional signals accumulated randomly in CRISPR loci from invading genetic elements (9,17,18).

Recognizable homologs of Cbp1 were confined to members of the thermoacidophilic order Sulfolobales (16). These organisms, and their genetic elements, all exhibit A+T-rich genomes (~64%), which increases the likelihood of the uptake of potential hexameric TATA-like promoter motifs and T-rich terminator motifs in the spacers (9,18–20), and this may explain the widespread presence of this protein in these archaeal thermococcales.

Here, we describe a second type of CRISPR repeat-binding protein, denoted Cbp2, which contains two imperfect internal repeats. Cbp2 occurs exclusively in members of the crenarchaeal thermophilic order Desulfurococcales, which tend to grow optimally at high temperatures than the Sulfolobales and generally also carry A+T-rich genomes. The Cbp2 protein of the hyperthermophile *Hyperthermus butylicus*, which can grow at up to 108°C (21,22), was selected for this study. The solution structure of the protein was determined by NMR spectroscopy, and the results presented are consistent with Cbp2 being co-functional with Cbp1 and being involved in transcriptional modulation of CRISPR loci.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Expression and characterization of Cbp2**

DNA was isolated from *Hyperthermus butylicus* cells (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany) using a DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The *cbp2Hb* gene was amplified by PCR using primers Cbp2Hb-F 5'-TTTCCGCTCGACCTA-3' and Cbp2HbR 5'-AAACTTCGCAAGGCTGTACC-3'. The 25 bp single repeat DNA (CRISPR-1rHb) was amplified from *S. solfataricus* and *H. butylicus* containing spacer 2 from the leader of CRISPR locus 2 (22) and short flanking regions was amplified by PCR using primers Hb2rptF 5'-AGATTGCTAAGCGAT-3' and Hb1rpt-R 5'-GAACAACTTC-3'. Reverse primers carried complementary sequences to these primers. To generate Cbp2HbR C7S, the Cbp2HbR construct was used and modified using primers for Cbp2HbC C7S/C28S.

For NMR studies, cells were grown in M9 minimal medium using 15(NH₄)₂SO₄ and [13C₆]-glucose as sole sources of nitrogen and carbon, respectively, to produce 15N, 13C-labelled proteins.

**DNA binding**

A 134 bp CRISPR DNA region from *H. butylicus* carrying a repeat-spacer-repeat sequence (CRISPR-2rHb) containing spacer 2 from the leader of CRISPR locus 2 (22) and short flanking regions was amplified by PCR using primers Hb2rptF 5'-CAGCAATTCCAGCAGCAG-3' and Hb2rptR 5'-GAGATTGCTAAGCGA-3'. The 25bp single repeat DNA (CRISPR-1rHb) was generated using primers Hb1rptF 5'-TTTCCGCTCGACCTA-3' and Hb1rpt-R 5'-CAGCAATTCCAGCAGCAG-3'. For competition assays, a 148 bp CRISPRSe2r DNA was amplified from *S. solfataricus* P2 DNA using primers 5'-CTCCGCAAACCTCATCAATAGTG-3' and 5'-SSGAGTTGCGGGCATTGTAGCAG-3'. Primer were annealed in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 7.5), heated to 95°C and cooled slowly to room temperature. DNA fragments were [32P]-end labelled using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas). Protein-DNA complexes were produced by incubating in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM KCl, 10% glycerol for 20 min at 50°C, cooling and adding loading buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA, 50% glycerol, 0.5% bromophenol blue) prior to sequencing.
electrophoresis in 8% polyacrylamide gels containing 89 mM Tris-Cl, 25 mM taurine, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.9 and autoradiography.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments were carried out using a VP-ITC device (MicroCal). Cbp2_{Hb}^{C7S/C28S} N- and C-terminal domains with the 12 bp conserved downstream CRISPR repeat fragment of *H. butylicus* were generated from primers 5'-TTTGA GTTGTTCC-3' and 5'-GAACAACCTTCAA 3' purchased in annealed form (TAGC, Copenhagen, Denmark). All solutions were degassed and dialysed extensively against NMR buffer (20 mM KH₂PO₄, 10 mM KCl, pH 6.5). Calorimetric data were analysed using MicroCal ORIGIN software (23).

**NMR spectroscopy and structure analysis**

NMR spectra were recorded on either a Varian Unity Inova 750-MHz or 800-MHz (equipped with a cryoprobe) spectrometer at 25°C. Samples typically contained 1 mM protein in 20 mM KH₂PO₄, 10 mM KCl, pH 6.5, 10% D₂O, 0.02% NaN₃. For DNA-binding studies, the Cbp2 protein or separate protein domains were added to dsDNA, heated to 50°C and allowed to equilibrate for 60 min before recording 1H,15N-HSQC spectra. Proton chemical shifts were referenced to 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonic acid (DSS) and heteronuclei indirectly using the gyromagnetic ratios. All NMR spectra were processed with NMRPipe (24) and analysed using CcpNMR analysis (25). Backbone resonances were assigned using 2-D,1H,15N-HSQC, 3-D HNCO, HNCA, CBCANH and CBCACONH spectra (26–28). Side chain resonances were assigned using [15N/13C]-resolved HSQC-TOCSY, HCCH-TOCSY and [15N/13C]-edited HSQC-NOESY experiments (29). Nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) for inter-proton distance restraints were obtained from [15N] or [13C]-resolved 3-D HSQC-NOESY spectra, both in the aliphatic and aromatic areas, and automatically assigned using CYANA 2.1 with manual inspection (30). Dihedral angle restraints were generated using Cα/Cβ chemical shifts and the program TALOS (31). For each round of calculations, a total of 100 structures were calculated with CYANA 2.1 using a simulated annealing protocol, and after several rounds of iterations, the 20 lowest energy structures were chosen to represent the final ensemble. None of the structures in the final ensemble had NOE violations of >0.5 Å or angle violations of >5°. The structures were checked using the web interface to CING (http://nmr.cmbi.ru.nl/cing/Home.html). Chemical shift differences between DNA-free and DNA-bound Cbp2_{Hb} domains were calculated as: Δδ (ppm) = (Δδ (1H)² + 0.154 Δδ (15N)²)¹/² (32).

**Identification of structural homologs**

An initial search was made using the algorithm FATCAT (flexible structure alignment by chaining alignment fragment pairs allowing twists) (33). It yielded >800 similar structures when introducing an upper limit in P < 0.02 (where P < 0.05 indicates significantly similar structures). This set was reduced to 103, mostly globular domains containing an HTH motif, by choosing structures with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) value <3.0 Å from the input structure and where at least 80% of Cbp2 Cα atoms exhibited equivalent positions in the candidate structure. Fourteen of these exhibited bipartite structures. FATCAT detects hinges and performs twists around hinges to improve alignments, and our criterion for structural significance allowed a maximum of one twist in the putatively flexible linker region, which limited the matching set to eight structures.

**RESULTS**

**Cbp2 is a homolog of the CRISPR DNA repeat-binding protein Cbp1**

Potential homologs of Cbp1_{Sas} (Sso0454), the CRISPR DNA repeat-binding protein of *S. solfataricus* P2 (17), were identified by BLAST searches against sequence databases at GenBank (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast) and EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/genomes/archaea.html). Apart from positive matches obtained for several members of the Sulfolobales, including those described earlier (17), five additional matches to smaller proteins were identified for some members of the hyperthermophilic Desulfurococcales. However, whereas the Cbp1 proteins each carried three imperfect repeat sequences, the smaller matching proteins contained two imperfect repeats and were named CRISPR DNA repeat-binding protein 2, Cbp2. As for *cbp1* genes, *cbp2* genes are present in single genomic copies, irrespective of the number or classes of CRISPR loci present, and they are uncoupled from CRISPR loci and their related gene cassettes encoding Cas, Cmr and Csm proteins.

The protein sequences are aligned for Cbp2 (Figure 1A), and the results indicate two repeats separated by a basic linker region. The structure resembles that of the Cbp1 proteins from selected, phylogenetically diverse, members of the Sulfolobales (Figure 1B). The results show a number of highly conserved amino acids within the repeats some of which are shared between proteins Cbp2 and Cbp1. These conserved residues are shaded in Figure 1A and B, and they demonstrate the relatedness of the two N-terminal repeats and the two C-terminal repeats of Cbp1 and Cbp2 proteins. A phylogenetic tree was also constructed for the Cbp2 repeats in which the N- and C-terminal repeats, respectively, show greater conservation between different organisms than to one another (Figure 1C). This indicates that the two repeats have evolved independently and is consistent with their having different structural roles. Equivalent tree building results, illustrating the uniqueness of the repeats, were obtained for the three repeats of the Cbp1 proteins (Supplementary Figure S1).

**Cbp2 binds specifically to CRISPR DNA repeat sequences**

In preliminary experiments Cbp2 was shown to co-purify with heterogeneous DNA fragments from *E. coli*. When Cbp2 was complexed with a large CRISPR DNA fragment, the *E. coli* DNA was displaced and a discrete slower moving band was observed in an agarose gel
In contrast, when Cbp2 was incubated with a similarly sized fragment of pUC18 DNA, *E. coli* DNA was not displaced from Cbp2, and no discrete slower bands were seen (Supplementary Figure S2B). This suggested that Cbp2–CRISPR DNA binding was specific and, therefore, *E. coli* DNA was first removed from Cbp2 by repeated treatment with phenylethylamine prior to complexing with CRISPR repeat substrates.

Purified Cbp2Hb yielded a single strong band in an SDS-polyacrylamide gel with an estimated size consistent with the predicted molecular weight of the monomeric protein (13 kDa), and a weak band corresponding in size to a dimer was also generally observed (Figure 2A). Purified Cbp2Hb was incubated with CRISPR-2rHb, carrying a repeat-spacer-repeat structure from *H. butylicus* CRISPR locus 2 and short flanking sequences (see Materials and Methods). Band-shift electrophoresis experiments demonstrated that at increasing protein:DNA molar ratios, multiple slower migrating products were produced reaching a maximum of three bands at 5- to 6-fold molar excess of protein (Figure 2B). When the experiment was repeated with a single CRISPR-1rHb repeat, a maximum of two slower migrating products were observed at a 4- to 5-fold molar excess of protein (Figure 2C). The gel patterns resemble those obtained earlier for Cbp1Ss-CRISPR-2rSs complexes of *S. solfataricus* P2, where the two faster complex bands were attributed to one and two protein copies bound, respectively, per two DNA repeat substrate, while the upper band was inferred to result from additional protein binding, possibly linking Cbp1 proteins bound on...
adjacent repeats (14). The presence of a second slower upper band for the Cbp2 Hb-CRISPR-1rHb DNA complex (Figure 2C) is also consistent with the occurrence of additional protein–protein interactions. No binding activity of Cbp2 Hb was detected with single-stranded DNA and RNA substrates carrying single CRISPR repeat sequences (Supplementary Figure S2C and D).

Among crenarchaea, most CRISPR repeats carry the sequence 5'-GAAAC/G-3' at the leader distal (downstream) end (37) that was predicted to be a potential binding site for some CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins (38). Therefore, we compared CRISPR repeats in members of the Desulfurococcales and Sulfolobales encoding Cbp2 and Cbp1 proteins, respectively. The Logo plot results are consistent with the earlier observations, showing that the downstream ends of the repeats are most conserved for organisms of both orders (Figure 3A). Moreover, an alignment of the repeat sequences of H. butylicus and S. solfataricus underlines the higher conservation of the downstream halves of the repeats (Figure 2B). Therefore, we tested for the capacity of Cbp2Hb to bind specifically to CRISPR-2rSs DNA. A band-shift assay showed that single and double protein–DNA complex bands were formed at a 3 and 4 molar protein excess, respectively (Figure 3C). A similar result was observed for the homologous Cbp2Hb-CRISPR-2rHb DNA complex (Figure 2B).

**Cbp2 has a simple bipartite helix-turn-helix structure**

Secondary structure predictions for Cbp2Hb (39) suggested that each repeat can generate an HTH structure, separated by a flexible basic linker. Cbp2Hb protein mutants and protein fragments were cloned and expressed in E. coli in order to resolve the Cbp2Hb structure by NMR spectroscopy at atomic detail. The wild-type protein carries two cysteine residues in the N-domain repeat (Cys7 and Cys28). Residues flanking the cysteines apparently undergo chemical exchange broadening because no backbone amide resonance signals were observed for residues 5–9 and 26–33. Chemical exchange broadening also seemed to affect the linker residues 52–60 because

![Figure 2. Purification and DNA binding of Cbp2Hb.](image-url)

A) Electrophoresis of purified Cbp2Hb in an 12.5% polyacrylamide gel containing 0.1% SDS run in 25 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.6, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, and staining with Coomassie brilliant blue. L—protein size ladder. The arrow indicates the putative protein dimer. (B) Cbp2Hb was incubated with 8 nM [32P]-end labelled CRISPR-2rHb DNA at a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 molar protein excess in lanes 1 to 6, respectively. Lane C—DNA substrate alone. (C) Cbp2Hb was incubated with 8 nM [32P]-end labelled CRISPR-1rHb DNA with a 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 molar protein excess in lanes 1 to 5, respectively. Lane 6—DNA substrate alone. In (B) and (C) complexes were formed in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT, 10% glycerol at 50°C for 20 min and run in 8% polyacrylamide gels.

![Figure 3. CRISPR repeat sequence conservation and Cbp2 binding dependence.](image-url)

A) Logo-plot of the CRISPR repeats of Desulfurococcales—4 organisms, 13 repeats: H. butylicus (1), S. hellenicus (4), S. marinus (4) and P. furnarii (4) (CRISPR repeats are not available for T. cellulolyticus), and of Sulfolobales—16 organisms, 36 repeats (number of different repeats for each organism given in brackets): S. solfataricus P2 (3), S. solfataricus 98/2 (3), S. tokodaii (3), S. acidocaldarius (2), A. hospitalis (4), A. brierleyi (4), M. sedula (3) and S. islandicus strains REY15A (1), HVE 10/4 (2), L.S.2.15 (2), Y.N.15.51 (1), M.16.27 (1), Y.G.57.14 (1), M.14.25 (2), L.D.8.5 (2). Logo plots were obtained using available software (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/). (B) CRISPR repeat alignment for H. butylicus and S. solfataricus P2. (C) Cbp2Hb binding to CRISPR-2rSs DNA. Cbp2Hb was incubated with 8 nM [32P] 5'-end labelled CRISPR-2rSs DNA at a 1, 2, 3 and 4 molar protein excess in lanes 1 to 4, respectively. Lane C—DNA substrate alone.
no resonances were observed for these residues. To facilitate NMR analysis, mutants were prepared with cysteine to serine replacements at positions 7 and 28 (Cbp2Hb C7S/C28S). Moreover, protein fragments constituting the individual repeat domains, Cbp2Hb N-domain (C7S/C28S) (residues 1–59) and Cbp2Hb C-domain (residues 51–103) that overlap by eight residues, were also expressed.

The 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of Cbp2Hb C7S/C28S exhibited dispersed resonances characteristic of a folded protein. Furthermore, the 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the individual N- and C-domains are highly similar to the spectrum of the intact protein, indicating that the domains do not interact (Figure 4A and B). Therefore, we attempted to determine the structure of the separate domains. Assignments were achieved for >96% of all backbone resonances (N, C, Cα, Cβ), in both domains, and side chain resonances were also partially or fully assigned. From chemical shift assignments, and using the program TALOS (31), 74 and 83 dihedral angle restraints were generated for the N- and C-domains, respectively. From NOESY spectra, a total of 1392 1H-1H NOEs were obtained that yielded useful distance information amounting to ~15 restraints per residue. Using CYANA, we selected from a set of 100 structures of the whole protein using distance restraints generated for the N- and C-domains. Then an ensemble of the 20 lowest energy structures was selected to represent the final structures (Figure 4C). The 20 structures aligned with a backbone RMSD of 0.41 (+0.16) and 0.43 (+0.15) for the N- and C-domains, respectively, and heavy atom RMSD of 0.93 (+0.012) and 1.08 (+0.14), respectively. These structural statistics are summarized in Table 1.

Both domains yielded well defined secondary structures, each containing three α-helices [N-domain; H1 (V4-D17), H2 (V21-R27), H3 (M32-M45), C-domain; H4 (E63-K75), H5 (V79-L86), H6 (S91-L100)], with a total α-helix content of 68% and a distinct tertiary fold characteristic of HTH motifs. Helices H1 and H2 in the N-domain are antiparallel and almost perpendicular to helix H3, and helices H4, H5 and H6 of the C-domain are packed similarly (Figure 4D). The predicted disordered nature of the basic arginine-rich linker, and the apparently non-interacting domains, suggested that the two domains are arranged like beads on string (Figure 4D).

The Cbp2Hb structure exhibits features of classical HTH motifs where the putative DNA recognition helices constitute helices H3 and H6 (40). The features include the ‘shs’ sequence pattern (‘s’ and ‘h’ denote small and hydrophobic residues, respectively) present in the turns between helices H2 and H3, and helices H5 and H6. The other conserved ‘phs’ pattern (‘p’ a charged residue, ‘h’ is hydrophobic and ‘s’ generally glutamate) was formed by E23/81, I24/82 and A25/83. I24/82 (helix H2). It defines the hydrophobic core together with V11 (helix H1) and V35 + L39 (helix H3) in the N-domain while I69 (helix H4) and I93 + L97 (helix H6) generate this hydrophobic core in the C-domain (Figure 4E). Moreover, the conserved hydrophobic residues of the HTH motifs in both domains, together with at least two other conserved hydrophobic residues in helices H1 and H3, and in helices H4 and H6, face towards the interior producing a typical hydrophobic core that stabilizes the domains (Figure 4E).

**Cbp2–DNA interactions**

The region linking the two domains of Cbp2Hb, is highly basic (Figure 1A). In many bipartite DNA-binding proteins, such linkers are crucial for DNA binding and sequence specificity (41,42). To test for the possible involvement of the Cbp2 linker in DNA binding, we performed trypsin digestion with and without DNA. Cbp2Hb was incubated with trypsin under a variety of conditions and was invariably degraded rapidly (Figure 5A). In contrast, when higher concentrations of trypsin were incubated with Cbp2Hb-CRISPR-2rH3 complexes, formed at 4:1 molar ratios, no dissociation was observed (Figure 5B), indicating that the linker region is protected in the protein–DNA complex.

The thermodynamics of Cbp2Hb binding to repeat DNA was studied using ITC (43). The results for Cbp2Hb and CRISPR-1r were variable possibly owing to complex cooperative intra- and intermolecular protein interactions resulting in a phase transition or simultaneous endo/exo thermic events. Nevertheless, similar experiments were carried out with the N- and C-terminal domains of Cbp2Hb C7S/C28S and the conserved 12 bp downstream half of the repeat (Figure 3A and B). The latter was selected as substrate because the heterologous repeat binding result was consistent with this region being important for Cbp2 binding (Figure 3B). Both domains produced evidence of binding, and the estimated binding constants suggest that the N-terminal domain (K_d = 10 nM) has a higher affinity for the DNA substrate than the C-terminal domain (K_d = 120 nM) (Figure 6A). An apparent ~2 and ~0.5 binding sites were observed for the N- and C-domain, respectively (see below).

Cbp2–DNA binding was investigated at atomic resolution by recording 1H,15N-HSQC of Cbp2Hb at saturating concentrations of the 25 bp CRISPR-1rH3 DNA. The spectra were indicative of specific binding of Cbp2 to DNA with significant chemical shift changes for most of the residues (Figure 6B). Interestingly, the spectra of Cbp2 bound to either the 25 bp repeat or the 12 bp conserved region were highly similar, indicating that the conserved repeat region is the primary binding site (Supplementary Figure S3). However, in line with the ITC results, resonance peaks were broad suggesting that higher order structures were formed and/or that intermediate exchange kinetics occurred on the NMR timescale. 3-D correlation spectroscopy was also attempted but the spectra were of low quality probably due to the slow tumbling time of the protein–DNA complex and/or the exchange process. Moreover, varying the temperature, pH, salt concentration and solvent systems failed to improve spectral quality and therefore, residue assignments for DNA-bound Cbp2 were unsuccessful. However, binding of the separate N- and C-domains to the conserved 12 bp DNA construct could be followed by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 6B). Relative to the intact protein, less pronounced chemical shift perturbations were observed indicating weaker binding for the separate
N- and C-domains. Chemical shift differences were plotted as a function of residue for free and DNA-bound N- and C-domains (Supplementary Figure S4). For the N-domain, chemical shift differences were distributed evenly with no discernible pattern while in the C-domain higher than average shift differences were observed mainly for helix 6, the putative DNA binding helix, and for residues E64, V79 and A83. The resonance signal for S91 disappeared, indicating conformational exchange processes. We then analysed the ratio of bound/free protein 1H resonance line-widths. There was a clear global line-width increase upon DNA binding of the N-domain (average 3.4 ± 0.9), whereas the C-domain line-widths were unchanged compared with the free form (average 1.0 ± 0.5) (data not shown). This suggests that the N-domain binds DNA with higher affinity, in agreement with the ITC-derived results. We also observed that the line-widths of the free C-domain were almost twice as large as for the free N-domain (17.9 and 9.2 Hz, respectively), suggesting formation of dimeric structures at the high concentrations used in the NMR experiments, which may affect or even impede DNA binding. This parallels the ITC results because a pre-formed C-domain dimer binding to DNA would give rise to the observed stoichiometry.

Cysteine residues enhance Cbp2 thermostability

Uniquely for Cbp2 and Cbp1 proteins, Cbp2Hb contains two cysteine residues that are juxtapositioned in helices H1 (C7) and H2 (C28) of the N-domain (Figure 7A). Since a disulphide bond could enhance protein thermostability in an organism growing up to 108°C, we compared the binding properties of Cbp2Hb and Cbp2HbC7S/C28S with the CRISPR-2r substrate over the

![Figure 4. Structural features of Cbp2HbC7S/C28S. 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of Cbp2HbC7S/C28S (black) overlaid with (A) the N-domain construct (blue) and (B) the C-domain construct (red). A signal is observed for all 1H,15N covalent bonds in the protein which are mainly backbone amide groups. The signal has two chemical shifts (one for 15N, x-axis and one for 1H, y-axis) that are highly sensitive to the local chemical environment of each atom, and the spectrum thus provides a fingerprint of the protein fold. The almost complete spectral overlap of the isolated domains and the full-size protein indicates that the domains do not stably interact with each other in the full-size protein since that should result in an observable difference in chemical shifts of the residues that form the interface between the domains. (C) Ensemble of 20 lowest energy structures of N- and C-domains of Cbp2, calculated with CYANA. (D) Lowest energy structure of Cbp2HbC7S/C28S with the N-domain (blue) and C-domain (red) connected by a flexible linker (green). Helices are labelled H1 to H6 and the N- and C-termini are indicated. (E) Conserved amino acids in Cbp2Hb that form hydrophobic cores (see Figure 1A). The conserved 'phs' pattern (charged, hydrophobic, small) is formed for the (N/C)-domains by E23/81, I24/82 and A25/83. Moreover, I24/82 defines the hydrophobic core with V11, V35 and L39 in the N-domains by E23/81, I24/82 and A25/83, respectively. Moreover, I24/82 defines the hydrophobic core with V11, V35 and L39 in the N-domain (blue), and with I69, I93 and L97 in the C-domain (red). Side chains are shown in green.](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/)
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temperature range 50°C–95°C. The results showed that Cbp2 bound strongly to the DNA substrate producing two strong complex bands up to 95°C (Figure 7B). In contrast, the Cbp2 mutant protein, complexed under similar conditions, showed strongly reduced yields of the upper band above 50°C and decreasing yields of the lower complex band above 75°C. Both of the latter effects are consistent with the putative formation of a disulphide bond enhancing thermal stability (Figure 7C).

Cbp2 shares high structural similarity with homeodomain proteins

Structural similarity searches for Cbp2 in public protein databases (see Materials and Methods) demonstrated that despite low sequence conservation, Cbp2 could be classified in the homeodomain superfamily. Proteins containing two HTH domains separated by a flexible linker were compared using the structural alignment algorithm FATCAT (33) (see Materials and Methods). Best matches were obtained with the paired domain (Pax) and Myb (Myeloblastosis) protein structures. Structural superimpositions on representative structures of paired domain (Pax6) and Myb (c-Myb) proteins are illustrated (Figure 8) and the associated statistics are given in Table 2. Since these structures were analysed in protein–DNA complexes (44,45), it is inferred that the Cbp2 domains only undergo minor conformational rearrangements on DNA binding.

Overall, structural alignments were best for the N-domain of Cbp2. The C-terminal helix H6 of Cbp2 aligned well with the corresponding DNA-binding helix of c-Myb but less well with that of Pax-6, which is tilted and longer by one turn, although this tilt could reflect a conformational change of the Pax-6 helix on DNA binding. The flexible linker of Cbp2 and the paired domain proteins are also similar in size and basicity. Moreover, the linker length is approximately proportional to the length of the respective DNA recognition sequence, which for the paired domain proteins is ~20 bp, similar to ~25 bp for Cbp2 and Cbp1, while Myb proteins recognize shorter regions (~8 bp).

Table 1. Structural statistics and restraint information for Cbp2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restraints and statistics</th>
<th>N-domain (1–51)</th>
<th>C-domain (61–103)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental restraints</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of structures</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of distance restraints</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium range</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long range</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraints per residue</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihedral angle restraints</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraints violations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOE violations &gt;=0.5 Å</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihedral angle violations &gt;5°</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviations from ideal geometry (RMSD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper s (°)</td>
<td>0.321 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.289 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond lengths (Å)</td>
<td>1.021 ± 0.001</td>
<td>1.031 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond angles (°)</td>
<td>0.195 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.216 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD of atomic positions (Å)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backbone atoms</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy atoms</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.012</td>
<td>1.08 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most favoured regions</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additionally allowed regions</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generously allowed regions</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disallowed regions</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aCalculated using iCING (http://nmr.cmbi.ru.nl/icing/icing.html#file).*
DISCUSSION

Protein Cbp2\textsubscript{Hb} of \textit{H. butylicus} was selected for NMR structural studies because of its small size, high thermostability and its simpler bipartite structure than the tripartite Cbp1 proteins. Cbp2 repeats show significant sequence similarity to the N- and C-terminal repeats of Cbp1 and, moreover, Cbp2\textsubscript{Hb} bound specifically to CRISPR DNA repeats of \textit{H. butylicus} and of \textit{S. solfataricus} P2, the substrate for Cbp1\textsubscript{Ss} \cite{15,17}.

The similarities of the protein structures and of the CRISPR DNA repeat-binding properties suggest that Cbp2 proteins, like the Cbp1 proteins, facilitate production of longer transcripts from CRISPR loci, by overcoming adverse effects of transcriptional signals taken up randomly in spacers \cite{17,18}. Proteins Cbp2 and Cbp1 occur in organisms carrying A+T-rich genomes (63–65\%) for which many CRISPR spacers, and occasionally repeats, contain archaeal-type hexameric repeats.
CRISPR-2rHb DNA in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM KCl, 10% glycerol for 20 min at 50°C. Cbp2Hb and Cbp1Hb complexes were incubated with 10 nM [32P]-end labelled CRISPR-2rHb DNA at increasing temperatures. 40 nM Cbp2Hb or Cbp1Hb were incubated with 10 nM [32P]-end labelled CRISPR-2rHb DNA in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM KCl, 10% glycerol for 20 min at 50°C to 95°C and electrophoresed in an 8% polyacrylamide gel. C indicates the CRISPR-2r Hb DNA control.

Figure 7. Thermostability and DNA binding dependence on C7 and C28. (A) The N-domain of Cbp2Hb showing positions of C7 and C28 (sticks) and their separation distance. Mobility band shift assays with (B) Cbp2Hb and (C) Cbp2Hb/C7S/C28 mutant protein incubated with CRISPR-2rHb DNA at increasing temperatures. The combination of ITC and NMR results, and our demonstration that exchanging the N-domain cysteines of Cbp2 weakens DNA binding at higher temperatures, collectively showed that the N-domain has a higher affinity for the DNA. On the other hand, the C-domain may provide specificity through its dimerization properties that could facilitate cooperative binding of two Cbp2 molecules to a repeat DNA sequence. Cbp2 proteins occur in organisms with higher optimal growth temperatures than those containing Cbp1 proteins, and this may reflect that smaller proteins tend to exhibit higher thermal stability and/or a tendency of hyperthermophiles to evolve minimally sized genomes (22,46). Cbp2Hb of H. butylicus is also the only CRISPR DNA repeat-binding protein carrying two cysteines, and the DNA-binding experiments indicate that their presence strongly enhances DNA binding at high temperatures. This is consistent with the finding that intramolecular disulphide bonds occur more frequently in hyperthermophilic organisms where they can enhance protein thermostability (47,48). The two cysteine residues were estimated, on the basis of the corresponding serine positions, to be separated by 4.6 Å in the Cbp2 structure and to face one another. Thus formation of a disulphide bond of about 2.05 Å (49) would only require a minor backbone movement induced by thermal motion at the high growth temperatures. The structures of Cbp2, with and without a disulphide bond, are therefore likely to be similar.

Table 2. Structures of Pax-6 (PDB 6PAX) and Myb (PDB 1H88) with Pax-6 and c-Myb proteins. Details of the alignment are listed in Figure 8.

TATA-like promoter motifs, or T-rich terminator motifs. These motifs can potentially lead to interference of the continuous transcription of CRISPR loci by generating intermittent reverse transcripts (9,19,20), a hypothesis that was reinforced for Cbp1 by experimental studies on Sulfolobus species (17). Exceptionally, H. butylicus has a lower A+T content of 46%, but this may reflect its adaptation to growth at extremely high temperatures of up to 108°C (21).

Cbp2 consists of two well-defined and non-interacting HTH domains separated by a flexible linker. The N-domains, and C-domains, of Cbp2 and Cbp1 are related structurally, each exhibiting four residues conserved in both proteins, while the central domain of Cbp1 is unique (Figures 1A and B and Supplementary Figure S1). For Cbp2, the N-domain residues Y15, G18, K/R22, I24, Y36 and L39, and the C-domain residues I69, Y80, I82, G87, S91, Y94, L97, K98 and K/R99 are conserved (Figure 1A and B). Three of the N-domain residues, Y15, I24 and L39, are important for maintaining the hydrophobic core of Cbp2, while residues I69 and I82 of the C-domain are typical of HTH motifs (40) and are buried in the C-domain core with L97. The resonance signal of conserved residue S91 disappeared on CRISPR-1rHb binding, suggesting that chemical exchange had occurred and, moreover, the conserved residues, Y95, K98 and K99, located in the putative DNA recognition helix 6 of the C-domain, experienced large chemical shift changes consistent with a direct contact with DNA (Supplementary Figure S3). The linkers of the Cbp2 proteins are rich in basic residues but variable in length. Their sequences align best with the linker between repeats 2 and 3 of Cbp1. The linker connecting subunits 1 and 2 of Cbp1 is also basic, but it carries proportionally more hydrophobic residues (Figure 1B).

DNA binding of Cbp2 revealed a complex pattern of interactions where the primary binding site is apparently conserved 12 bp downstream region of the 25 bp repeat. The combination of ITC and NMR results, and our demonstration that exchanging the N-domain cysteines of Cbp2 weakens DNA binding at higher temperatures, collectively showed that the N-domain has a higher affinity for the DNA. On the other hand, the C-domain may provide specificity through its dimerization properties that could facilitate cooperative binding of two Cbp2 molecules to a repeat DNA sequence.
Table 2. Structural alignment of Cbp2 with members of paired domain (Pax-6) and Myb (c-Myb) families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PDB code</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Length (a.a.)</th>
<th>Linker length (a.a.)</th>
<th>Recognition sequence length (bp)</th>
<th>Number of Cz (^*) r.m.s.d (^b) Seq. id. (%) (^c)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cbp2</td>
<td>2LVS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pax-6</td>
<td>6PAX</td>
<td>Paired</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-Myb</td>
<td>1H88</td>
<td>Myb</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Number of equivalent Cz atoms in the alignment.
\(^b\)Root mean square deviation of aligned Cz atoms.
\(^c\)Percentage sequence identity.

repeating only a small relative movement of helices H1 and H2.

Structural alignment analyses revealed that the bipartite structure of Cbp2\(_{15b}\), corresponds most closely to structures of homeodomain superfamily proteins that carry linker regions. Most significant similarity, based on the structural alignments, domain architecture, linker length and sequence identity, was to the paired domain Pax and Myb proteins. Consistent with our results, the N-terminal domain of the Pax protein produces stronger DNA binding (44). Moreover, the interaction of the similar basic linkers of the Pax protein with the minor groove of the DNA (44) correlates with the inaccessibility of the Cbp2 linker in the DNA complex. Myb family proteins frequently carry three repeats, similar to Cbp1 proteins, which are also each more conserved intermolecularly. In conclusion, the involvement of the two eukaryotic protein families in transcriptional regulation (50, 51) provides additional support for the putative role of Cbp2, and of Cbp1, in regulating transcription from CRISPR loci in hyperthermophiles of the Desulfurococcales.
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